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THE FOURTH THESIS OF THE HOMERIC HEXAMETER.

THE law that lengthening by position is
forbidden in this part of the verse, was
formulated by Wernicke in his edition of
Tryphiodoros (an epic poet of the school of
Nonnos), see Schulze Quaestiones Epicae,
p. 423, and Giseke, Homerische Forschungen,
p. 146. Lists of exceptions are given by
Hartel, Horn. Studien, I2 87, Hilberg,
Princip der Silbenwagung, p. 112 (though
he does not acknowledge its validity for
Homer, Hesiod, the Cyclic poets, Theognis,
Simonides, Archestratus, Matron, and Theo-
critus), Giseke, l.l. p. 149 (instances for
Iliad only): Schulze l.l. gives references to
Gerhard, Lectiones Apollonianae, p. 148 and
Nauck, Melanges greco-romains iv. 646. On
-v e<£. forming position in thesis, see Buth,
PhUol. xxxix. Schulze points out that
verses such as A. 629 (TO wp6o~6ev) and such
combinations as o-vv v-ql fj,eXaivrj are lawful.

I cannot understand why it should be very
difficult to break the law. If one reads modern
Greek hexameters, and then considers how
very few exceptions are to be found among the
27,803 verses of the Iliad and Odyssey, one
will hardly be inclined to agree with the
view that it is all [a matter of accident.
For instance, aorists of the form rdwo-o-av
are common enough, and would follow very
conveniently after the weak caesura in the
third foot, as in Dublin Translations, p. 163,

oi p TJTOI Kara lo~a Tawo~crav <f>v\.07nv alvqv

(a line which to my own ear sounds quite cor-
rect) but according to Giseke's list the whole
Iliad does not supply a nearer parallel, than

2 400 SalBaXa 7roXXa.

According to Giseke the Iliad in its 15,693
verses contains only 13 instances, including
some repetitions, of a polysyllable so scanned
before a non-enclitic word.

Mr. Agar's conjectures should show
Prof. Tyrrell that he overrated the diffi-
culty of violating the rule in question.
Though / rarely forms position in thesis,
and though Iliad and Odyssey together
supply only two instances (M 55, <o 240) of
-v i<ji. forming position in the 4th thesis,
Mr. Ayar proposes

Pape-Benseler, Gr. Eigenn., have failed to
notice that 'the name of the river was
Titaresus,' and instead of &\vo-Kave % 330
being ' Wolf's reading for akvo-Kafc' the
latter word is the reading of two MSS- only
F Z, whereas all the rest and Apollonius
Sophistes show a\vo-Kavc.

Whatever the truth about P 387, the
context (opwpa, vajAe/̂ es atct) makes an aorifet
very improbable.

As to the starting point of the discussion

H. Dem. 269
Ovryrolo-iv ovtiap KOX

Folo So/xoto,
Q-Krjirrp' fjp)(zv Fiiire re fivOov.

I have not studied the hymn sufficiently to
have any right to an opinion. Schulze, Qu.
Ep. p. 228 accepts oveap <ovt)ap, like <f>ptap
<*<f>pfjap (Horn. <j>pc(aTa). In view however
of rjpos v. 455 and <j>p£dri, or fyptaxi v. 99, it
is hard to decide between ovtap and oveiap.
It must be borne in mind that the -et- is not
diphthongal.

The reason for the limitation on lengthen-
ing by position in the 4th thesis, is the
pause at the end of the fourth foot, accord-
ing to Giseke, H.F. p. 146. I t seems to
me, however, that a pause rather assists
lengthening than otherwise, and I should
like to make the following suggestion.
Lengthening by position of close vowels at
the end of polysyllables is forbidden in the
fifth thesis, and is exceedingly rare in the
fourth; it is rare in the second and not
very common in the first. But in these
positions there is no such marked repug-
nance to lengthening by position within
words. I conjecture that this points to the
final consonants being shorter than the
same sounds within words ; I think one may
notice the same thing in German. To me
at least the nasal in -nd- sounds longer
in ' ein wohlhabender Mann' than in ' wir
haben das Buch.' Thus 'the -ovr- may have
been really shorter in ISctjuav rct^os than in
Sei/iavTos. But even the second syllable of
Sei/i,<uTos must have been somewhat short of
the full length of a thesis, viz. two short
syllables, and tSeifiav rttxos was quite appre-
ciablv shorter. Hence such collocations
were avoided in thesis. But altogether
avoided they could not be, least of all in the
first half of the verse. For the beginning
of the sentence generally coincided with
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the beginning of the line, and many common
words had to be placed early in the sentence
and, therefore, in the line. On these see
Wackernagel, Indogermanische Forschungen
I. p. 333, and Monro, H.G.* p. 335.

In the arsis, on the other hand, such
lengthenings were much less objectionable,
since there the standard was only one long
syllable, and a long syllable is shorter than
two short ones, i.e. the arsis is really shorter
than the thesis. Hence the comparative
frequency of short syllables doing duty in
arsis, whereas they very rarely form a
thesis. Indeed the chief restriction on
their appearance in arsis is that the arsis
must be the first or last syllable in a
' phrase,' to use a musical term. Perhaps
the hexameter originated in a § measure.

C. M. MULVANY.

THE rule, or so-called rule, in the Greek
hexameter, that a syllable naturally short
cannot be lengthened by position in the thesis
of the fourth foot, is by no means a recent in-
vention. It is at least as old as Gerhard, who
in his Lectiones Apollonianae, published in
1816,—in whichhe has done some good service
to the text of Apollonius Rhodius—says (p.
147) that a spondee made such by position
is avoided in the fourth foot, and he pro-
ceeds to give a reason, or what may pass as
such, for the rule. His words are, ' neque
solum si interpunctio fuit, sed etiam si '
gravitas quaedam numerorum apta vide-
batur, separato utebantur spondeo in quarta
sede. TJt autem vere contineret vocem
celerius currentem, gravi sua vi spondeus
fiebat, non potuifc sua vi vocem continere,
sed properandum erat, ut fieret spondeus.
Igitur vitabant spondeum externa vi, hoc
est positione, effectum '—a fantastic reason
enough. In consequence of this rule
Gerhard in Ap. Rh. iii. 517

<f>povea)v, im 8' vies TwBapeow

altered vies to 'vleis, though the latter is a
form not used by Apollonius. Again in iv.
978 he read

elSofievai xpv<reoi<n Kepdaai

where the codd. have xpvcreouri Kepde<r<ri.
Brunck had here corrected to xpvo-eois
Kepdeaa-iv with position made by v i^eXxv-
O-TIKOV. Wellauer (1828) on Ap. Rh. iii. 517,
while recognising the rule, at the same time
points out several violations of it in Homer
and keeps vies, but he follows Gerhard in
jv. 978. Jn iii. 517 Kochly (1850) conjec-

tured vlee and is followed by Merkel.
Rzach in his Grammatische Studien zu
Apollonios Rhodios, (1878) follows Wellauer
in keeping the text in this passage on the
ground of the Homeric exceptions, and in
iv. 978 follows Brunck. I t is clear then
that this rule is acknowledged by German
scholars or they would have felt no difficulty
in retaining vies.

Whether such a rule is to be recognized
or not is a question on which I express no
opinion. It depends of course upon what
proportion the exceptions bear to the
examples. Mr. Agar has quoted many
exceptions in Homer, and there are others
which he has not referred to, viz. H 337,
K 389, a) 240. However I quite agree with
him that later Epic poets have observed
metrical practices to which Homer does not
conform, and to them this particular one
may have been a rule. Thus there is only
one more violation of the rule in Apollonius,
besides the two I have named.

The limitation about the monosyllable,
and when the consonant or consonants
lengthening it are in the same word, is a
refinement not mentioned by Gerhard or
Wellauer. Perhaps this has been added by
Hilberg, but I have not seen what he has
written.

R. C. SEATON.

I FEEL very glad to have raised this
question, as it seems likely now to get itself
settled one way or the other. For myself
I remain obstinate to all the arguments of
Prof. Tyrrell and Mr. Agar, charm they
never so wisely. And especially in regard
to the Hymns; indeed it was in the Hymns
that I said such licenses must not be
admitted. Let us first settle the line that
gave rise to all this tempest, Hymn Dem.
269. I t must be admitted that there is no
other violation of Hilberg's law in this hymn
nor in any other with the exception of the
two limping lines I quoted in my first note
on the subject, both of them from quite
short and worthless hymns and both atro-
ciously bad lines. Are we then justified in
introducing a solitary, example into a hymn
which, if nowhere very poetical, is at least
very carefully versified? I hardly think
many people will disagree with me in
saying No, and I say it though I confess
myself much tempted by Mr. Agar's restor-
ation and should think his a very probable
account of the corruption were there no
metrical objection.

Now let us turn to the wider question.
This is not, pace Prof. Tyrrell, ' Can a short
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vowel resist position?' I protest that
neither Hilberg nor I nor any one else ever
said anything of the kind, and I wonder
Prof. Tyrrell can accuse a respectable father
of a family of such a thing. To put it
better than I did before, I say that in a
certain part of the line vowels naturally
short are hardly ever found in the Iliad and
Odyssey and practically not at all in later
poets of any respectable skill, and among
these later poets are the authors of the
Homeric Hymns, but not Hesiod. To say
that a short vowel can resist position would
be to say that the syllable containing it can
be scanned as a short syllable despite position.

But Prof. Tyrrell says this is not a law
but a coincidence. He has by this time
doubtless read Mr. Agar on the same
subject; does he still think it is all the
result of accident 1 Why, so natural is it
that Mr. Agar wants to introduce it into
more than twenty passages of Homer
besides' the dozen or so where we already
have it. And then ' the spondee in the
bucolic diaeresis is very rare,' and in fact
there are so few of them that you would
not expect any of them to have the last
syllable naturally short. Why, there are
at least twenty-five lines in the first book of
the Iliad, after deducting every case where
there can be any shadow of doubt, in which
a hypermonosyllable with the last syllable
naturally long precedes the diaeresis ; say
six hundred in the whole epic, and that is
really much understated, I imagine; and
there are somewhere about eight in the
whole Iliad which offend against the law,
and only two in the Odyssey ! Is it chance
.that not one in a hundred of such words
ends in a syllable naturally short ? Thirdly
' the law rests on no principle but only what
Bacon calls nuda enumeration No principle
I know of, be it so, but I do not know on
what principle the law about the weak
caesura in the fourth foot rests, or the law
about the cretic in trimeters, or the law
which forbids a molossus to stand before
the diaeresis, or the law which makes a
molossus with the first syllable resolved in
the same position so rare in Homer, and so
exceedingly rare in later epic writers that I
believe there are only two instances of it in
all Quintus Smyrnaeus, and not even one in
Apollonius. Those laws also were arrived at
by nuda enumeratio.

But my feelings carry me away; let us
end in amity. For before taking leave of
Prof. Tyrrell I should like to say that
there is at least one person who believes as
firmly in his <Wo at Herpies 33 as he can

himself, nor is it the only conjecture of his
upon the Hymns which appears to me
admirable.

Mr. Agar, as I have already had occasion
to observe, takes up a very different stand-
point. Admitting that violation of the law
is excessively rare in our texts, he puts this
down to the credit of late editors and would
re-introduce it freely. I confess that I do
not know whether he can be driven from
this position, if he will modify the statement
a little, though I by no means think him
right. If he will modify, for as I under-
stand him it was the critics contemporary
with the later poets, as Apollonius,1 who
were the culprits. But by the time of
Apollonius the text of Homer was practic-
ally fixed. Who then were they and of what
age? Of the age of the Hymns, or some-
where between them and Apollonius ? But
until that is settled it is of no use to pursue
the question further. And whoever they
were, why did they not correct all that host
of far more glaring metrical absurdities 1
Why did-they leave rjS> Slav and <j>i\€ exvpi
Seu>ds re and the /est of them ? Why, if
they were about correcting this obscure
detail at all, did they not correct A 796 and
n 38 from S/no. 8' aXXos to SXXos 8' a/̂ a? I
don't believe the early Greeks purposely
altered Homer at all; they looked on him
as Dryden did on Chaucer, a prodigious
genius of an unpolished age who never had
the advantage of sitting at the feet of
Mr. Waller.

Aristarchus either knew nothing of the
rule, a hardly probable supposition when
poets before and after him observe it, or
flew in the face of it when he read ^eXaivav at
$ 126. To be sure he was caught in a cleft
stick, for had he read /teAcuVg he elided the
dative <̂ pt̂ l to which he may have objected
still more.

There is no time now at any rate to
discuss all the interesting suggestions of
Mr. Agar at rj 114 and elsewhere, for many
of which there does certainly appear a great
deal to be said, if he can establish his main
theorem, but I cannot withhold my tribute
of admiration for the celerity with which
he has built and launched a new theory
while I was looking round me, and the
energy with which he has ransacked Homer
to produce examples for my overthrow.2

1 Apollonius himself of course obeys the Homeric
law, allowing such lengthening iu the case of mono-
syllables.

3 I thought Mr. Agar would score a point off me
for accepting Bentley's irapiarav at H 467. I did
so with the greatest hesitation and I now think I
was wrong.
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My own collections on the subject appear
to have ' taken their endless way to the
winds' twelve quarters,' but as well as I can
remember he has not missed a single
instance, despite his apologetic 'there may
be more.' Assuming these then to be all
the Homeric instances to be had, let us
examine them a little more closely, taking
what is at present the orthodox view.

I t is always a safe rule in dealing with
any Homeric question to take Grote's advice
and begin with the Odyssey. And from the
Odyssey what do we learn ? As Mr. Agar
rightly hints, we are to read iriptypusv for
Trep£<f>pov in the lines ending irepi<j>pov Il^ve-
\o;rcia (compare irepi<f>ptov Evpu'tfAeia. as a
vocative). Then we have only two excep-
tions in 12,000 lines and these two are :

A 338 : itivos S' avr' e/u,os eariv exaoros 8'
efn.fj.ope TI/M}S.

£ 93 : airrap «rel v\vvdv re Ka$r)pdv re pvira
wdvra.

Observe that in these two lines the law is
hardly broken, if at all. For in the former
it is not simply ocao-ros but fxaoros 8' that
precedes the diaeresis, and in the latter
Ka.$t]pdv re is practically one word as re is
enclitic. But admit them to be exceptions
in the fullest sense; then you have one
exception to every 6,000 lines, and if that
does not prove a rule, what does? By the
time the Odyssey was composed therefore
the rule already was in force, and a fortiori
it prevailed in the Hymns.

Did it then in the Iliad ? JJine examples
are quoted by Mr. Agar, but from what
time do they date ? That is the worst of it,
one is sure to stumble sooner or later upon
this accursed ' Homeric question.' But one
thing is at once obvious from his list; three
of them are out of the Catalogue. Remov-
ing these we have six in about 15,000 lines,
a much higher proportion than in the
Odyssey. Moreover three of the six are
from the Achilleid according to Dr. Leaf.
But look again at these six. O 189 is
ficaoTos b" efifiope TI/LTJS over again, A 189,
796, II 38 (the three Achillean examples)
are all practically identical, rbv 8' aAAov \abv
avv>)(6ui, a/Aa 8' uAAos, afia 8' aAAov. 2 400
is a bad line, for ^OXKCVOV breaks two laws
at once. M 20 is Kapjjcros re 'PoStos re,
where again we find the enclitic re as also in
one of the Catalogue instances. The three
best cases then are the Achillean, and how
is it that all three are one formula t Mr.

Agar will say ' because an old formulaic line
may be expected to exhibit no consciousness
of any such rule,' and I daresay he may be
right. But to go no further into this
matter, was I not justified in saying that
the instances are too few and too uncertain
to warrant us in introducing another into a
hymn in which there are none at all %

However I return to the Catalogue. This
is allowed to be connected with the Boeotian
school, and so with Hesiod. I t is interest-
ing therefore to observe that Hesiod and
the Catalogue are the strongholds in which
the impugners of the law can best find
refuge. Look at Theogony 287, 325, 339,
340, Shield 395, Works 721, 778, frag.
(Rzach) 25, 148 (?), 155.

In no hexameters later than this is the
law not observed so far as I know. Even
works so bad in technique as the Orphic
Argonautica obey it. The case of Quintus
Smyrnaeus is perhaps as instructive as any
can be; in the Tauchnitz edition you will
find four violations, ii. 206, x. 73, xii. 314,
xiv. 443 (besides xii. 65 where the offending
word is only a monosyllable and has been
long ago corrected). Two of the four are
emendations ! Another was corrected by
Wernicke, who is followed by Spitzner,
Lehrs, Kochly and Zimmermann, and in the
latter's text there now remains only one.
And this in an author whose versification is
not very delicate, and who, whatever
Zimmermann may say, is anything but
' 'Ofn.rjpiKuyra.Tos r ebus metr ic is . '

Finally fJoGnris iro-rvia. "Hprj. If Mr. Agar
will look at Mr. Monro's Homeric Grammar
§ 116, he will see that the evidence for the
long i is quite independent of Hilberg's law,
though of course this law in its turn rein-
forces the argument that the last syllable
was long by nature. But yXavKSmis 'AOr/vrj 1
Well, I infer that that was a later phrase.
And indeed when I look at that fiowiris
•KOTVVO. "Hprf with its long t, and the long d
of TTOTVUL, and the ancient religious
significance of /Joanrts, I feel as if it were a
fossil of some unknown creature that calls
up visions of a whole vanished world.
There it lies embedded in strata who knows
how many centuries later, speaking of
generation after generation of poets already
using the hexameter and preparing the path
for the rising of the Achilleid with that
glorious exordium which remains the highest
of all preludes as it is the first we know, <Ls
Trvpbs alOo/ievov i) i)eKiov dviovros.

ARTHUB PLATT.


